2003 bmw 745i parking brake malfunction

The parking brake can be released manually in the event of a power failure or electrical fault.
Before releasing, secure the vehicle against rolling. Before releasing the parking brake
manually, and whenever you park the vehicle with the parking brake released, ensure that
position P of the automatic transmission is engaged. Secure the vehicle in a manner
appropriate to the inclination of the road, e. Take out the floor trim in the cargo area, removing
the screws with the release tool, arrows. Forcefully pull the release tool up against the
resistance until you notice a marked increase in the resistance and the parking brake releases
audibly. Have the malfunction corrected. If the parking brake has been released manually in
response to a malfunction, only technicians can return it to operation. The driver handles
several of the stabilization tasks. Context help - Owner's Manual to thetemporarily selected
function The relevant information can be opened directly. Opening during operation via iDrive
To move directly from the application on the Control Display to the options menu: 1. Press the
button or move This provides for better netwo Home New Top Sitemap Search. BMW Li. We had
a client come in with a parking brake that was staying stuck on. This obviously was causing all
sorts of issues:. Upon inspection we discovered that the original gears in the actuator are
plastic. Over time the plastic becomes brittle and cracks causing the unit to fail. As a result the
actuator was unable to turn the gear and release the parking brake. Like the electronic parking
brake with motors and gears vs. Hey Georgi, thank you for reaching out. I had the plastic gear
replaced with metal gear but light only goes of for short period and h brake also only work for
short period. Not sure whats going on. Gotta love finding a great solution! How did that process
work on this vehicle? Tom â€” good question. We always clear faults after a repair and I should
have been more specific. We cleared the faults and all warning lights stayed off. Need Help?
Call Now - Facebook Yelp Instagram. This obviously was causing all sorts of issues: It was
dangerous as the parking brake was applied at all times â€” even while driving around,
changing the driving dynamics of the vehicle. It was causing aggressive wear and tear on the
parking brake shoes and rear brake disc. It was causing the parking brake active warning light
to stay illuminated while driving â€” bringing undue stress on the driver. We all hate ignoring
those dash lights! If you see this we highly suggest towing the car to avoid further damage to
the parking brake system. Here we have the trunk of the BMW Li open. We had to remove the
spare and the liner to access the actuator. It turns like a corkscrew tightening and loosening the
parking brake cables. You can see the plastic gears chewed themselves up and broke. Using a
combination of ingenuity, experience, and a career building strong connections read Google
search , our technicians not only found a fix that cost our client less than replacing the whole
unit, but less than the standard plastic replacements. On top of that the metal gear will last
much longer than any plastic replacements. Hopefully meaning this issue is fixed for good!
Posted in Street and tagged 7 Series , E65 , E Big Jon on April 30, at am. Frank Sowden on
January 9, at am. Hi I had the plastic gear replaced with metal gear but light only goes of for
short period and h brake also only work for short period. Big Jon on February 8, at am. Stefanie
on August 5, at pm. Big Jon on September 6, at pm. Big Jon on December 26, at pm. I have the
yellow warning sign on the dashboard that the parking brake is malfunctioning. No other
problems exist with the car, electrical, warning icons, etc. Is this a matter of tightening the
parking brake cable, or possibly rear brake pads need replacement? Thank you. V8 two wheel
drive automatic 60, miles. Do you. The parking brake shoes are adjusted through one of the
wheel bolt holes-E36 models shown, E30 similar. The parking brake may be tight. Was this
answer. But I am not sure you understood my question. The "malfunctioning brake" light is
illuminated, but there is no binding. Simply put, the parking brake will not engage when I press
the electronic parking brake button. Is this due to worn parking brake pads? Or shall I try to
adjust them? Could this be an electrical problem? A fuse burned out? Thanks in advance. The
parking brake is electrically actuated and may need service, it will need to be checked by a
BMW knowledgeable technician who can scan the car and deliver the diagnosis. It is not
possible for me to pinpoint the issue from here. Do you have a repair facility that has been
servicing the car? That is correct Dr. Hagerty, a continually illuminated brake warning light may
be cause by a grounded wire to the parking brake switch, or a continually closed parking brake
switch, or low fluid level one section of the master cylinder reservoir. Follow what Dr. Hagerty,
take it to a BMW facility. You have a nice car there. I wanted to know how it was resolved. Me
too! Please login or register to post a reply. Related Parking Brake Cable Content. Sponsored
links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any
duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. In roseville BMW began work on a
recall for my vehicle recall campaign 10V- According the recall notices they did not properly
perform the recall and within 18 months the brake booster and pump began to fail, which

caused the power assist braking to be inoperable. After bringing it to 2 BMW technicians and
the roseville BMW dealership it has been consistently deemed that the problem is the exact
same result of the recall with the same cause. In fact, no one has denied that the problem I am
now experiencing is exactly the same as the recall problem. However, the dealership and BMW
have been unable or unwilling to get approval to finish the recall claim since the work was
already started. I have not been furnished with any of the details for denials and thus far neither
the dealership nor BMW are willing to be transparent about the denial details, or initial recall
work that was conducted I was not notified of this work at the time and thought they just
replaced my battery, which was the purpose of the service. Was driving car at normal speed
maybe 35 or 45 mph tried to slow down and car seemed to keep going depressed all the way
down car slowed finally and stopped was concerned so called the BMW servicer authorized
repairer not dealership they checked and informed me of recall on brake system and felt that
was the problem cause they had encountered it before saying it was the brake booster or
vacuum. The car displayed an error message stating "parking brake malfunction". I took the car
to the dealership for repair. I paid a total of dollars to have the parking brake replaced. I later
researched this problem on line and found that this is a very common occurrence with many
models of BMW's. Search CarComplaints. The BMW li has a recall campaign no. When in recall
letter it states the problem to be "small amount of oil could leak from the brake vacuum pump
into the vacuum hose, dealer claims there are to only replace vacuum line hose. I don't have the
money to perform the service and the moment so now I must drive vehicle with faulty brakes!
Brake and drive control system malfunction.. Avoid hard braking. Parking brake fault light on.
States no parking brake available using button when stationary. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. My BMW went ballistic on me today! Do you know how to fix this?
The alternator is vital to your car as it takes over for the battery once the car is started and
powers everything in your car that uses electricity after that. If the alternator is faulty it may
cause the car to do some crazy things. Jamahl Walker Automotive Mechanic. The statements
expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified.
Please see our terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking Air
conditioning blowing hot and won't keep charge If the AC system won't hold a charge, there is a
leak somewhere in the lines or other components. Leaks can be tested for by using a UV dye.
Due to the danger involved, I would recommend having a mechanic Read more. How long can I
ride on bad struts Hello, thank you for writing in. The time you have will completely depend on
how bad the struts are now, and how much stress you want to put onto the rest of the vehicle.
Worn struts will cause stress to To check this My truck will not start - Ford Expedition The
starter on the truck may have burned out from the repeated jumping of the weak battery. This
will cause the voltage to the starter to be low and overheat the starter when you try to turn it
over multiple Should I buy a new or used air conditioner compressor for my car? Buying a used
air conditioning compressor could lead to more problems. You could easily end up having to do
the job twice and a new compressor is not so expensive that I would take that chance. The good
news is AC stopped blowing I would ask for help from one of the mechanics at YourMechanic.
They can come to you and check your air conditioning system and fan belt to see what is
causing your problem. Once the problem has been diagnosed, they While I was driving I all of a
sudden couldn't accelerate no more and my brakes locked up. Most of the time when something
other than brake fluid is put in the system the seals My
new fuse box
whirlpool duet sport parts diagram
2003 ford ranger manual transmission fluid
Electric water pump on my i BMW runs constantly after shutdown. Drains the battery dead
after about five hours. What The electric water pump circuit uses both a temperature sensor and
a relay to control it's function. The temperature sensor tells the water pump there is a demand
for it to circulate coolant based on engine temperature. The relay acts Related articles. The The
average car today contains a bewildering range of sensors that feed information to various
computers to monitor everything from air intake to emissions and engine timing. The The
modern automotive HVAC system offers a number of different capabilities to help keep drivers
and passengers comfortable during hot or cold weather. How to Replace an Evaporator
Temperature Sensor Switch The air conditioning system has an evaporator temperature sensor
that fails when there is no cold air or the air conditioning is inconsistent. Browse other content.
Battery Replacement. Alternator Replacement. Electric Problems Inspection.

